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We invest too much time in work to think otherwise. So many people strive for perfection and never enjoy the
process of creation and satisfaction that can occur while making a pie -- or a career. For me, the ideal career
recipe includes five ingredients: Here are some thoughts on how to mix these five ingredients together to build
the best career: People whose eyes light up with energy and excitement for what they do are the people who
will have full and robust careers. I often counsel young women to not dwell on climbing the ladder. A leader
whose sole focus is vertical will alienate herself from her team and horizontal opportunities. I see horizontal
opportunities as being like a lattice, similar to the lattice on a pie. You can learn so much by moving sideways.
People who think the only way to succeed is to move upward are not seizing the full breadth of a career. Say
yes to lattice opportunities! Be purposeful You cannot just be present in your current role -- you need to be
purposeful. The key is to stay focused on today while having a plan for the future. I caution people not to fall
into a sense of entitlement. Before you know it, this attitude of deserving affects not only your work, but sours
your personal outlook on life. You need to balance your career aspirations and your current job. Remember to
enjoy the process, as this is how we learn and grow. Be a leader One of the most critical ingredients to a
successful career is how you lead. Leading from too deep in the trenches does not allow you a vantage point
from which to lead strategically. On the other hand, leading from too far above leaves you disconnected,
isolated and viewed as a leader only out for yourself. Being respectful of your employees is critical in ensuring
successful leadership and a successful career. Nothing should make a leader feel more accomplished than
seeing their people succeed and grow -- that is far more valuable than that next rung on the ladder. Just as a
great chef needs a recipe and a team of sous-chefs, so does a business career. You need a plan that you create
with input from mentors, coaches, bosses, colleagues, friends, etc. Ask yourself, who is on my career team?
Who do I engage for guidance and support? You own your career and no one is going to bake it for you, but
you need to have a group of trusted people whose advice you can tap into whenever you need it. Think of
these five ingredients as you determine what kind of career you are baking and how to bake it. Bake it not to
perfection, but rather to fulfillment and satisfaction.
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So, although Anne-Sophie Pic is the daughter and granddaughter of Michelin-starred chefs, it was not always
clear she would continue the family tradition. Pic believes her success comes because of, not in spite of, being
a woman. She considers the lighthearted taste combinations she has pioneered to be an expression of her
femininity: Diners at her flagship restaurant can eat turbot flavored with jasmine, veal sweetbreads flavored
with lavender and oysters with sorrel jelly and licorice yoghurt. Having left her hometown as a teenager to
study management, Pic returned to Valence, aged 23, to learn cooking from her father, shortly before he died.
Hide Caption 1 of 9 Photos: The fare grew popular with the area and food lovers would come from all over to
savor her signature dishes, including sauteed rabbit, poultry fricassees and various gratins. Hide Caption 2 of 9
Photos: Hide Caption 3 of 9 Photos: Thirty-four years later, his daughter, Anne-Sophie would get her three
stars. Hide Caption 4 of 9 Photos: Her dish of Turbot Concombre shows the simple, feminine elegance of her
creations. Hide Caption 7 of 9 Photos: Hide Caption 8 of 9 Photos: Pic believes the best advice she can give is
to remind people to develop their talents. You have to trust yourself. In , Pic opened another Michelin-starred
restaurant in Lausanne, and launched a gastronomic foundation for children. Here, Pic speaks to CNN about
the influence of family and femininity on her work. On the glass ceiling That can awaken something very
strong, though. Little by little, I realized that being a woman could be a strength. All my emotions are
feminine, so I have this feminine way in my cooking. I think some men are able to make very feminine
cuisine, but they are perhaps more focused on technique, less on developing the emotional part. My great
grandmother taught my grandfather how to cook, so the family cuisine came from a woman. I spent six
months in Japan and six months in the United States. It was good experience. I discovered Japanese cuisine. I
was far from my family and I had a chance to grow. I needed to leave to understand that. On entering the
family business I spent three months with him. We talked a lot. It was a beautiful time. Unfortunately, that
September, he passed away. Of course, it was a shock. How to manage without him? I was in the kitchen but it
was difficult because I missed him a lot. The main change was that the phone kept ringing all the time. It was
like a tsunami. If you are fully booked all the time, you need to have more employees and to train them. I was
quite afraid of development. It can be an adventure to trust people. On being a mother I was married, I became
a mother, and it changed me a lot. It gave me more maturity in my cuisine, also. So, it influences my
creativity. And it balances my character: On her typical day I wake at seven in the morning and get my child
ready for school. I go to work at nine, beginning in the kitchen. Then there is a lunch service, appointments,
discussions about cooking with my assistant. Three times a week, I try to pick my son up from school. Then
my husband comes home. Mentally, they are strong. I let him manage everything but the cuisine. The only
thing is -- and he knows this -- it has to be feminine. When people come here, they have to feel something the
moment they enter the house. And love, of course. On advice for others The main thing is to develop your
own talent. Sometimes it takes a lot for people to understand what they are on Earth for. I was a woman. I lost
my teacher -- my father. You have to believe in yourself. You have to express your sensibility.
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Soaking wet mops quickly sweep up the scraps as they move around the kitchen floor, dodging the hurrying
feet of the waiters and chefs. Orders are shouted through the kitchen over the sound of dishes clattering and
muted chatter from the diners. Although this environment may seem too chaotic for some, Siegel is perfectly
at home. With many years of experience, Siegel is bringing his culinary background and knowledge into a new
business ventureâ€”his own restaurant, Madcap, which will be opening in San Anselmo in August of this
summer. I loved the late hours of it. The craziness of it. I loved everything about the restaurant businessâ€”and
I still love it. Dedication and an ability to endure physically challenging conditions are vital to success in the
culinary industry, whether success manifests itself in satisfied guests or a near-perfect plate. Freshly baked
bread cooling off in the kitchen of Rhoda Goldman Plaza Siegel exemplifies what many aspiring chefs desire
to achieve. Since the age of 14, Siegel has held a variety of positions in various restaurants, giving him the
necessary skills to open his own restaurant, the culmination of his career. I loved it, as crazy as it was. Some
customers can get a little worked up. Kelly Dame, the executive chef at Rhoda Goldman Plaza in San
Francisco, is still experiencing the grueling physical conditions and daily chaos of the restaurant industry
despite her leading position. Regardless of the challenges and pressure that may be present in the kitchen, a
sense of calmness rewards chefs when they pull off a new dish. Siegel knows his employees are under
pressure, and as the head chef, he has consciously avoided playing into the stereotype of the intense and
intimidating boss in order to let them do their jobs well. In some of his past positions, Siegel was on the
receiving end of more harsh directions. Siegel still maintains high expectations for his employees. Dame faces
additional challenges with her staff of They all come from various backgrounds and for many English is their
second language, making communication more difficult. The loud environment of the kitchen, in addition to
the language barrier, has created the need for her to be especially emphatic when instructing. I just need to be
heard. According to Toast, an online restaurant management system, 46 percent of all restaurateurs in a survey
listed hiring, training and retaining restaurant staff as their number one challenge. When Siegel opens Madcap,
he hopes for a smaller staff in which he can create a more intimate environment for both the employees and
the guests. She believes that it makes the transition from school to the restaurant industry easier. As an
alternative preparation to entering the industry, prospective chefs are able to learn the basics of the industry
through media like YouTube and cooking shows, which can provide techniques and knowledge of a kitchen
before ever stepping foot in one. You can watch videos of cooking all day long. You can watch videos of
technique, and you can learn a tremendous amount from the internet.
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Recently, when groundbreaking Cosmopolitan magazine editor Helen Gurley Brown passed away at age 90, it
was clear her legacy would live on in her many pieces of printed advice. Among her controversial
admonitions? I talk about my hopes and fears and ask people about theirs. I try to be myselfâ€”honest about
my strengths and weaknessesâ€”and I encourage others to do the same. It is all professional and it is all
personal, all at the very same time. I have always found it important to take time for yourself to relax and stay
fit. You are a full package and no one sees just one part. Get involved and spend time with those who need it
most. When I was working at IBM in my early 20s, I was making great money and exceeding all my sales
goals. With big risks come greater rewards and the chance to make a difference. We simply expect others to
recognize our value and hard work. Asking for what you want in a gracious, thoughtful way often results in
getting what you want, so put your fears aside and ask for what you want. You might just get it! This means
acknowledging that while you may not be the best at something, you can still reach your goals if you possess
the passion and drive. That also means taking care of yourself. Exercising and maintaining a healthy diet are
essential to helping manage the stresses of a high-profile position. For example, I know family mealtimes are
vitally important. So it is very motivating to lead an organization focused on that. That advice has served me
well. Take advantage of all opportunities and step out of your comfort zone. The most successful people I
know focus on the things they can control and perfect the details. Reading is mental fitness. It is a workout for
your brain. You just cannot get enough intelligent information without a steady diet of written articles,
commentary, and most importantly, books. Readers do better in school, earn more money, are better citizens,
have happier personal lives, and are more actively engaged in the world around us. Books get our minds out
there, into the world of ideas, and where our brains go, our bodies follow. Take your most challenging
assignment by the balls and control it. I came from a very poor background and worked 70 hours a week as a
full-time college student, and now I am a happily married mother of two, marathon runner, and CEO of my
own skincare line. Commit yourself to advancing your knowledge, skills, and expertise. The business
environment is quickly changing, and your understanding of the leading practices, thinking, and emerging
tools will help you manage for better results. Be a lifelong student. Send a note or an email after meeting
someone new, and remember details like if someone just got married, if they have children, moved recently,
etc. People like to be congratulated on life events and asked about their family, so it is a great way to connect
with people and make yourself more memorable. I respond that the barriers for women in business are much
less today than even 10 years ago. In business, you set the tone by being a competent professional, so you
establish yourself as someone qualified to get the job done and let that speak for itself. I truly believe women
are natural leaders and entrepreneurs. So grow your business based on your skill sets and your brain! As
women, we have a lot of both! Brow Bar ; age 35 "Always look at the big picture. I started as one small beauty
shop in Chicago and now have more than 65 locations around the world. I took things slow and evaluated the
market. Set reasonable goals each month to stay on track, and in the end, you will become that much closer to
reaching your dreams. Other people can give us the best insight into ourselvesâ€”and our own limitations.
Self-promotion is rarely easy, but it is critical to success. It was crucial to me that my diet did not suffer; after
all, I have learned that the proper diet can prevent my cancer from coming back. I decided I would need to get
six servings of fruits and vegetables in one meal, first thing in the morning! I use a single-cup blender and
blend: It tastes delicious and I love knowing my day started with so many nutrients and antioxidants!
Networking is something women should be doing anywhere and everywhere and all day long, from the dog
park to the line at Starbucks. No time to go to networking events? Get on LinkedIn and join industry groups
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and start a discussion and keep that conversation going. You never know what type of business relationships
can stem from these types of exchanges. A woman can only get to and stay at the top of whatever she does if
she listens to her body and stays as healthy as she can! Be true to who you really are, and realize you are okay
just as you are. Dream big and stay committed to what you love to do as you realize your true potential and
positively impact the world. Nothing makes you happier than thinking work is where you go for fun. My other
best advice is to find a partner who is your best friend and who will be with you in good times and bad. And
although this may seem old-fashioned
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Chapter 6 : Hustle & Soul (TV Series â€“ ) - IMDb
Sometimes, it takes a village. Other times it takes a village and one determined woman. That would be a village of chefs
and one energetic redhead, Gracie Cavnar, founder of Recipe for Success.

Chapter 7 : Maida Heatter's Biography
France's only female chef with three Michelin stars, Anne-Sophie Pic explains how she turned male-dominated French
gastronomy on its head.

Chapter 8 : Food Network UK | TV Channel | Easy Recipes, TV Shows and Videos | Food Network UK
Legal cannabis is one of the fastest-growing industries in the country, and more of its leadership roles are held by
women than in almost any other sector. (Approximately 36 percent of executives in legal cannabis businesses are
women, compared to roughly 22 percent of senior management in other industries).

Chapter 9 : Pro Athletes Share Recipes For Success â€” In The Kitchen | Only A Game
What makes a chef one of the best chefs in the world?Not only cooking skills, but a mix of creativity, talent and a lot of
training in the www.nxgvision.comys chefs have become increasingly popular, and being a successful chef no longer
means just spending several hours in the kitchen, staying at the hot stove and commandeering a brigade.
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